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The CD5 is a top-loading player. This design

al lows for much better internal mechanical

damping and j i t ter reduction than typical

tray-load mechanisms. Audio Research

developed i ts own proprietary damping disc

(f i t ted overthe drive spindle) which is

specif ical ly tuned ( in materials, size, weight

and so on) to the manner in which the laser

transport is mounted within the chassis. So,

essential ly, the choice of a top-loading

transport gives the CD5 much more design

flexibi l i ty in achieving, what Audio Research

refers to as a first-rate sonic performance.

Access to this disc transport is via a sliding

panel on the top. The handle looks a bit  cheap

and reminiscent of a 1960s kitchen unit,  but
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the whole panel anangement is very practical

and user-friendly.

Unlike other top-loading players, where the

disc transport cover actually comes off, you

don't have to find somewhere to put the cover

when you load a disc. So there's no risk of

accidentally dropping the transport cover, 0r
' losing' i t .  And being a top loader, i t 's also

easy to clean the laser, if it becomes necessary

Track access is fast, but not spectacularly

so. Indeed, the CD5 has a 'relaxed'sort of

feel about i t .  l t  invites you to take your t ime.

You sl ide the disc cover back, put the disc on

the motor spindle, f i t  the magnetic puck

(which holds the disc in place) and close the

cover. The player then reads the disc's

contents and you're away.

The CD5 is not something that encourages

you to keep changing discs - the'manual '

disc loading system sees to that. So you're

going to start at the beginning and f inish at

the end, because i t  sounds so good. tr

"ln faet, only the most knowledgeahle
visitor 0r a highly educated audiophile
bur$ar will realise how muGh it costs."
glamour. 0r maybe, Audio Research has the

laziest designers around. You choose.

Nevertheless, the Audlo Research CD5 is

certainly well-made and st i l l  manages to look

quietly classy. The styling is classic ARC'; a

simple rectangular black box with a brushed-

al loy front panel. There's a choice of si lver or

black for the fascia. Controls are fair ly minimal

and, l ike a number of CD players, you' l l  need

the remote handset to access some of the

features. The impression is one of quiet

understatement, rather than flashy ostentation

and weighing in at about l1.8kg (26lbs), i t 's

no sylph. In fact, only the most knowledgeable

visitor, or a highly educated audiophi le burglar,

will realise how much it costs.
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tr  The heart of the CD5 is a Phil ips Pro2M

transport,  mounted on a machined aluminium

l-beam. The transport which reads CD, CD-R

and CD-RW formats, also supports replay of

the CD layer of a SACD, but not SACD itself.

So, i fyou plonk a hybrid SACD in the transport,

i t  wi l l  only be able to play the CD layer, in

l inear PCM. Audio Research isn't  trying to

claim the CD5 does something i t  cannot do,

but the wording could leave people in some

doubt as to the CD5's SACD replay.

The mechanism has a special damping

system to ensure ultra-low mechanical j i t ter

and the l-beam itself  is bolted to a heavy

a lumin ium p la te ,  in  a  manner  s imi la r  to  tha t

used in the Reference CD7. Audio Research

has used the Phil ips mechanism in i ts CD
players for several years and firmly believes it

to be the finest device of its type available

today - in terms of accuracy of performance,

construction and rel iabi l i ty.

A Crystal 24-bitDAC is employed, but

there's no fancy over-sampling. lnstead, Audio

Research has concentrated on getting its

circuits r ight and paying attention to power

supplies. The digital signal is also re-clocked

for reduced jitter. Essentially, the disc

transport and the digital side ofthings are

similar to the Reference CD7.

The main difference between the new player

and i ts bigger brother is in the analogue output

stages. Whereas the Reference CD7 employs

four 6H30 twin triodes and an advanced tube-

power supply, the CD5 has an all-new direct-

coupled FET output stage with solid-state

regulated power supply.

Apparently, the power supply used in the

Reference player is very expensive, so Audio

Research was compelled to take a different

route with the CD5 to keep costs down.

Instead, comparisons should be made wlth i ts

predecessor; the CD3,zl l .  The claimed result

being a measurably better performance, as

well as better sound.

Stereo separation is now l20dB (compared

to the CD3,u l l 's 92dB), while the signal

to noise rat io is l l4dB compared to the earl ier

playe/s 90dB. I nterestingly, power

consumption when idle, has been cut from 26

watts to just l4 watts with the CD5.

Apparently, the CD7 runs very hot indeed -

comparable to some power amps - but the
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CD5 barely changes temperature. Even after

several hours use, it's not even warm to the

touch and i t 's absolutely whisper-quiet during

operation - with no discernible motor or disc

noise or mechanical hum.

SOUND QUALITY
Audio Research suggests the CD5 will broaden

your taste in music, encouraging you to listen to

things with fresh ears. We would strongly concur

with this statement, as the player has a very

attractive sound that's engaging and involving.

Tonally, it sounds very smooth and open, with a

lovely clean top and deep firm bass.

It's a smooth refined-sounding player. Yet this

is deceptive; it's also surprisingly assertive. While

it can be very beguiling, it can also startle and

shock. There's more than a touch of iron fists in

velvet gloves with the CD5. lt produces a very

cultivated sound, but don't be fooled - the

knockout blow will catch you by surprise.

The midband is very ful l  and r ich-sounding
- unusually so for a CD player. This gives the

sound a very 'analogue' sort of ease and warm

tonality. The top end is beautifully clean. So

dig out al l  your old harsh-sounding CDs and

hear them transformed and rejuvenated !

The bottom end is unusually powerful and

deep, giving the music a proper sense of

weight and ful lness uncommon with CD. l t 's

definitely a player with the ability to shock

and surprise, as well  as caress and beguile.

I t  presents the music in a very coherent

manner that al lows you to make sense of

dif f icult ,  unfamil iar works. l t 's also very good

on pitch definit ion and al lows you to fol low

individual I ines, without the loudest voice or

instrument dominating. The presentation is

attract ive and pleasant, which encourages

you to listen over extended periods.

Listening to the player first via its

unbalanced analogue outputs, since this is

(probably) how most CD5 owners are l ikely

to use their player, we eventual ly switched

over to 'balanced' and (as expected) heard a

big improvement. The balanced option more

or less doubles the output of the player from

2.6 volts to 5.2 volts.

This makes the sound 'bigger'  and more

assertive, increasing its scale and sense of

power. The music seems to have greater

depth and range and the loud passages

appear to expand more. In fact, i f  your

preamp has balanced inputs, then i t 's worth

spending extra money to get a set of cables

with XLRs to use the CD5's balanced output.

You' l l  get a very big imProvement in

dynamics and overal l  sound quali ty - though

check to make sure the extra output can be

handled without overload. The CD5 also offers
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Power transformer for
analogue circuitry

"lt presents the music in a Yery Goherent
mannet that allows you to make sense
of difficult, unfamiliar works."
balanced and unbalanced digital outputs for

those wishing to use an outboard DAC.

Stereo soundstaging is very vivid and

unusually holographic for CD, although we're

uncertain as to whether the CD5's increased

stereo separation from 92dB to l20dB would

actual ly be audible in i tself .  Certainly, the

LU5 rmaqe5 we l l .

Audio Research seems unimpressed with the

compromises involved with CD sounds on

SACD and have optimised the CD5 for

replaying the 'other laye/ of this dual- layer

format. Playing CDs on the Arcam DVl35, for

example, a player with the abi l i ty to spin

virtually every type of silver disc known to man,

the CD5 sounds a lot richer and weightier. The

Arcam does sound smooth and open, but lacks

the CD5's dynamics and attack; the audio is

less colourful and the music has less

personality. lt was only when the Arcam played

the SACD layer (leaving the Audio Research

playing the CD layer, of course) did we feel the

Arcam gained back some ofthis lost ground.

Whereas the CD5 made virtual ly every CD

sound good, some SACDs showed noticeably

greater focus and precision, but no consistent

pattern emerged. A good SACD can and

often does out-perform a CD, but there's no

denying that the CD5 get cracking results

from compact disc and given the l imited

number of SACD ti t les avai lable, maximising

CD playback has to be a number one priori ty.

We've heard the CD5 stacked up againstthe

flagship Reference CD7, in the context of an

all Audio Research system. In this setting, you

might expect the Reference CD7 to shine, and

shine i t  did. Interestingly though, although

distinctly better in many ways, it never once

showed up the CD5. There's an addit ional

sense of air, a more expansive soundstage and

an added coherence that marks out the more

expensive player, but not as marked as you

might expect and the CD5 acquits itself very

well. You could live very happily ever-after

with a CD player of CD5's cal ibre. l t  doesn't

get much better than this. HFC

Jimmy Hughes
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